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	Software Testing and Continuous Quality Improvement, Third Edition, 9781420080735 (1420080733), Auerbach Publications, 2008

	Numerous textbooks address software testing in a structured development environment.
	By “structured” is meant a well-defined development cycle in which discretely
	defined steps provide measurable outputs at each step. It is assumed that
	software testing activities are based on clearly defined requirements and software
	development standards, and that those standards are used to develop and implement
	a plan for testing. Unfortunately, this is often not the case. Typically, testing
	is performed against changing, or even wrong, requirements.


	This text aims to provide a quality framework for the software testing process in
	traditional structured as well as unstructured environments. The goal is to provide a
	continuous quality improvement approach to promote effective testing methods and
	provide tips, techniques, and alternatives from which the user can choose.


	The basis of the continuous quality framework stems from Edward Deming’s
	quality principles. Deming was the pioneer in quality improvement, which helped
	turn Japanese manufacturing around. Deming’s principles are applied to software
	testing in the traditional “waterfall” and rapid application “spiral (or agile)” development
	(RAD) environments. The waterfall approach is one in which predefined
	sequential steps are followed with clearly defined requirements. In the spiral approach,
	these rigid sequential steps may, to varying degrees, be lacking or different.
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How Designers ThinkRoutledge, 2005

	How Designers Think is based on Bryan Lawson's many observations of designers at work, interviews with designers and their clients and collaborators. This extended work is the culmination of forty years' research and shows the belief that we all can, and do, design, and that we can learn to design better. The creative mind continues...


		

The Origins of Cauchy's Rigorous Calculus (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 2005

This text for upper-level undergraduates and graduate students examines the events that led to a 19th-century intellectual revolution: the reinterpretation of the calculus undertaken by Augustin-Louis Cauchy and his peers. These intellectuals transformed the uses of calculus from problem-solving methods into a collection of well-defined...



		

Silverlight Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach, Second EditionApress, 2010

	Silverlight Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach, Second Edition is your practical companion to developing rich, interactive web applications with Microsoft’s latest technology. This book tackles common problems and scenarios that on-the-job developers face every day by revealing code and detailed solutions. You’ll...





	

C# CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
The C# Cookbook offers a definitive collection of solutions and examples for this new programming language. Recipes range from simple tasks to the more complex, and are organized with respect to the types of problems you'll need to solve as you progress in your experience as a C# programmer. Nearly every recipe...

		

151 Quick Ideas to Manage Your TimeCareer Press, 2006

	Too many of us live our lives trying to shoehorn our many activities and responsibilities into too few time slots available. Increasingly for business people, fathers and mothers, even kids—(ineffectively) managing the myriad of activities has become an all-consuming chore. And we're so stressed that our relationships and job...


		

Practitioner's Guide to Empirically Supported Measures of Anger, Aggression, and Violence (ABCT Clinical Assessment Series)Springer, 2013

	This book shows how to conduct risk assessments of anger, agression and violence, offering tables of measures showing method of assessment, the time required and where to find additional information. Includes examples of measures, for research or clinical use.
...
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